EWC Labs offer experiential professional development opportunities for teams of EWC alumni, regional EWCA Chapter leaders, and EWC staff mentors. Alumni from EWC Professional Development, Leadership, Seminars, Education, or regional workshops and their teams are hired to imbed an EWC Lab within their organization or company and deliver innovative programming and leadership development for their staff and broader communities. EWC Labs enable the Center to reach new audiences unable to attend residential programming in Hawaii while increasing the presence of the Center in local communities.

Jazie and Sylvia attended the Institute for Natural Resource Managers (INRM) with YSEALI then founded an EWC Lab using theater in Brunei’s only ASEAN heritage park to inspire young people to consider local ecosystems from new perspectives, as places of cultural heritage and community living.

EWC Lab founder Okka attended an EWC regional workshop then ran multiple public events and showcases of upcycling companies, behind-the-scenes factory tours to learn their recycling process, and junior staff leadership development.

EWC Lab founder Sumita attended the Asia Pacific Leadership Program (APLP) then created a training program in climate change and health for over 5500 garment factory workers in India.

EWC Lab founders Aiz, Ly and Dita attended the Institute for Natural Resource Managers (INRM) then created a design challenge and impact accelerator for engineering students to address the the Water-Energy-Food nexus challenge for farmers in Bali.

EWC Lab founders Mark, Erin, and April attended the Institute for Natural Resource Managers (INRM) with YSEALI and started an EWC Lab using games to improve community resilience to disasters in the Philippines.
EWC Lab founder Dircia attended the Institute for Natural Resource Managers (INRM) with YSEALI then with the EWCA Dili Chapter ran an innovation challenge for young performing and visual artists to create public awareness on ocean pollution.

Asia Pacific Leadership Program (APLP) alumni Marufa and Suresh established an EWC Lab within Tribhuvan University to improve nanotechnology initiatives through strengthening the leadership capacity of young Nepalese scientists.

Uyanga from both the EWC’s Changing Faces and the EWC’s Education Program with Delger from the Asia Pacific Leadership Program (APLP) established an EWC Lab within their NGO Quality Life to improve intergenerational relations and critical thinking utilizing board games in Mongolia.

Queen’s Young Award Winner Wen Shin completed the Institute for Natural Resource Managers (INRM) with YSEALI founded an EWC Lab within her company Greenyards to improve the reach of her used cooking oil to soap initiative.

Tsom, Amaraa, and Joyce completed different EWC Leadership Programs then founded an EWC Lab in Ulaanbaatar improving collaboration between social enterprises and developing business trainings for victims of domestic violence.

Awi completed the Institute for Natural Resource Managers (INRM) with YSEALI then founded an EWC Lab within his company Morbi+ to improve their capacity of women lead cooperatives to address poverty and malnutrition in Sulawesi.

Rahman, Liana, and Erfan who met at a EWC Regional Workshop in Myanmar, founded a EWC Lab to improve sanitation in Kalimantan that secured an additional $15,000 USD from the US Department of State in late 2019.